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CHAPTER I
1. Introduction.
The present state of economic power generation and trans-
mission characterized by large power plants and long distance
interconnection between them has been made possible by the high
state of development to which station apparatus has been brought
within the last few years. The exact method of selective relay
protection for feeders and machines has of necessity followed
closely upon the increasing size of generating units and power
systems. Whenever the amount of power which may be concentrated
at a single point reaches into the thousands of kilowatts, as
often occurs v/ith a failure in a large station or dense network,
some provision must be made to isolate failures automatically.
In the modern power plant oil switches have been endowed with
almost super-human intelligence by the application of a wide
variety of current, voltage and power relays with inverse and
definite time limit adjustments. While the operation of a power
plant has thus of necessity been made automatic in time of trouble,
there is also a growing tendency toward total automatic operation
of small hydroelectric plants in isolated localities, and also
semi-automatic operation of larger plants. The cost of operation,
altho only a small factor in the total cost of hydroelectric
power, is thus reduced or eliminated entirely in small develop-
ments which otherwise would be financially impracticable.

The future power situation in this country will probably be
national interconnection of high, tension transmission lines. At
present, interconnection has become interstate, and it will not
be long before the influence of railway electrification and the
increased economy of centralized control and maintenance and im-
proved load factors will leave but five or six large systems
operating independently. The determining factors as to whether
a steam or water power plant operates more economically at a low
load factor have undergone considerable modification during the
last few years. How that the steam plants are being erected in
the vicinity of the mines as well as at the load centers, the
transmission line cost must often enter into the cost of the
steam plant also. The point has often been made that on account
of the greater first cost of a hydroelectric plant it must oper-
ate at a higher load factor. This is untrue, for altho the ini-
tial cost may be greater, the depreciation and obsolescence is
much less. For example, the average life of Hew York steam
plants has been less than ten years, with an obsolescence charge
of four mills per lew. hr. Consequently, the only factors which
can be readily used for comparison are the rate on the invest-
ment and adaptability to load changes. With regard to the first,
the water power plant in general has assigned to it a rate on the
investment about one-third less than that of the steam plant on
account of its less depreciation and obsolescence, ^rom this
point of view, it is more essential to keep the steam plant work-
ing at full capacity than the water power plant. The capacity
of a hydroelectric plant may be increased at less cost than that

5of a steam plant. It merely requires the addition of another
unit and control apparatus which does not represent the location
of the hulk of the investment as in a steam plant, and further-
more does not add to the fuel bill. By storage of water at low
load the plant may he made to handle peak loads greater than the
normal stream flow would warrant. These facts, in addition to
the undesirability of hanking boiler fires, show again that the
hydroelectric plant is a more economical regulating station than
the steam plant for the future large power systems. Present
practice seems to contradict this for two reasons. First, the
small steam plants connected in parallel with the larger hydro-
electric plants have usually been added to help out at the peak
loads as the connected load increased. Second, the water power
developments along the streams have not as a rule been designed
to work on the least allowable river flow and store water during
the greater part of the day and then operate at a very high
capacity during the peak loads. Of course where a constant
stream flow must be maintained past a station at all times, the
only economical method is to run the plant at full capacity and
leave the regulating to another station. Some of the points
mentioned above are given a more detailed discussion in "American
Hydroelectric Practice" by Taylor and Braymer, page 161.
From the foregoing it is apparent that the following condi-
tions will predominate. The large steam plants will be located
at the mines and will operate at a load factor near 100^. The
large hydroelectric plants will carry a variable load and will
maintain the frequency of the system constant. Several small
semi-automatic hydro plants will be controlled from a distant

power plant or town. The operation of a few entirely automatic
hydro- plants will be controlled by water supply or power demand.
Present practice shows that precise voltage regulation is unnec-
essary at each and every station in an interconnected system.
The location of voltage control stations would be determined by
actual load conditions. The importance of closely regulated
generated voltage is further minimized by the synchronous con-
densers necessary for maintaining normal voltage at the end of a
long transmission line.
2. Object of Thesis.
This paper deals with a type of hydroelectric power plant
which is probably more adapted to development than any other.
That is, a regulating station for a large power system which
utilizes the fl07/ of a normal size river with low or medium head
vertical reaction turbines. The design is not intended as a
series of computations starting with the conditions of stream
flow of a proposed power development, but rather as a selection
and arrangement of apparatus which will fulfill the requirements
of this type of power plant in the most reliable and economical
manner. In order to simplify matters and make the problem more
concrete, it was decided to redesign the liolter hydroelectric
development of The Montana Power Company, it being the most
modern plant of the type under discussion, and one with which the
writer is thoroughly familiar, having worked at both the con-
struction and operation of the plant. A description of this
plant and connected system will now be given.
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CHAPTER II
Description of the Holter Hydroelectric Power
Plant of The Montana Power Company.
1. The Llontana Power System. The Montana Power Company with
its vast system of interconnected transmission lines supplies the
whole of the state of Montana with electric light, heat and
power. It finds its largest market for power in the mining and
metallurgical load, with the railway load second in size. The
first section of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway to
be electrified was furnished power "by this system. A total of
thirteen hydroelectric and two steam-electric generating plants
are connected to this system. The largest of these are listed
"below:
Hane K. W. Capacity River Location
Volta 60,000 Missouri at the Big Falls.
Holter 40,000 Missouri near Wolf Creek.
Rainbow 35,000 Ilissouri near city of
Great flails*
Thompson Palls 30,000 Clark's Fork
Hauser Lake 18,000 Ilissouri northwest of
Helena.
Madison Ho. 2. 10,000 Madison 60 miles south-
east of Butte.
These power plants utilize streams on both sides of the
Continental Divide, thn Missouri river being used at six
different points. The total capacity of the hydroplants is
211,530 K. L.
,
which, with the steam plant capacity of 810 K* '.7.,
makes a total of 212,340 K. W. for the whole system.

3This power is distribute d by three interconnected trans-
mission systems, the voltages of which are 100,000, 65,000 and
50,000. See pages 9, 10 and 11. Part of the 100,000 volt line
was built as the high tension bus for the substations of the
Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul electrification. This bus is
divided into two sections, listed on the map as Ry. West H. T.
Bus and Ry. East H. T. Bus, connecting the western substation
Avery with Gold Greek and Morel with Two Dot, respectively.
The western end of the Ry. west H. T. Bus is fed by the Thompson
Falls power plant and the other end taps onto the Morel Line at
Gold Greek Junction. The Ry. East H. T. Bus receives power from
the Morel Line at the Morel substation, the Rainbow-Butte Lines
at the Jaimey substation, the Madison Line at the Piedmont
substation, the Josephine Line at the Josephine substation and
the Two Dot Line at that substation. The main transmission
lines of the system are the Rainbow-Butte twin steel tower lines
extending from the Rainbow plant to the substation in the mining
district of Butte and the Ilorel pole line connecting the Volta
plant with Anaconda and the Morel substation. By means of air
break switches at E. Helena the Josephine line can be connected
to either of the steel tower lines or to the -Morel line by way
of the 2. Helena line and the Holter plant. The whole system
is thus tied together so well that uninterrupted service can be
maintained at all important points with one or even more lines
down. Distances between switches and stations in miles are
shown on the maps.
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2, The Ho Iter Development,
The Ho Iter plant is the latest addition to The Montana
Power system. It was placed in operation July, 1918. It is
located near the mid point of the Morel Line and was intended as
a regulating station for the system. As it is hut three miles
from the Sreat northern Railway it will probably be called upon
to furnish power for another electrification before long. Since
the construction was finished a high tension line has been built
to the town of 3. Helena, called the S. Helena Line. The power
house was built on the downstream face of the dam, and the result-
ant short length of penstocks permissable, together with the
simple yet sensitive hydraulic governors in use, permit close
regulation of frequency. When the other plants of the system
carry a fixed load and leave the regulation to Holter the differ-
ence is at once noticeable, the frequency curve being practically
a straight line.
The dam backs up water for over twenty miles, almost to the
next power plant. The large storage area thus provided permits
close regulation of the water supply for the Black Eagle, Rain-
bow and Volta plants further down the stream. The stream flow
data at Holter is:
Minimum unregulated 2500 cu. ft. per sec.
Minimum regulated 3500
Normal 4000
Average flood 20000
Estimated maximum flood 90000
Maximum recorded flood 38000
Output of 48,000 K. V. A. requires 6032
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The normal stream flow is seen to be about two-thirds the require-
ment of the plant when operating at full capacity. The stream
flow is under control of several other power plants and reservoirs
further up the stream. The capacity of these pondage and storage
areas above and including HoIter are:
Hebgen reservoir 525,000 Acre feet.
Madison Lake, at iladison 36,000
Lake Sewell, at Canyon ?erry 40,000
Houser Lake 46,000
Lake Ilolter 60,000
A complete view of the power house and dam is given on page
14. The whole structure is a solid unit of concrete, the power
house and portions of the dam being reenforced. The dam is of
the gravity type and supports a fourteen foot roadway 1,364 feet
in length. The spillway section, divided into 18 foot bays, is
provided with 14 foot flashboards with the exception of ten bays
at the left end of the dam near the fish ladder. These ten bays
have adjustable skimming gates and are used to regulate the
height of the pond. In case of low water six five-foot sluices
located near the power house can be used to maintain normal flow
past the station. These sluices have their centerline 60 feet
below the centerline of the penstocks. ^ach penstock opening is
provided with a head gate similar to the skimming gates. The
high tension leads for the transmission lines are brought out
thru the roof of the power house with roof bushings and connected
to the air break switches and lightning arresters on the roof.
Steel framework supports the dead ends of the transmission lines

14
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and the switches. A hank of four cells of electrolytic lightning
arresters is connected to each line.
An interior view of the station is shown on page 14. The
picture was taken from the high tension floor level. At the left
can he seen three high tension condenser- type terminals of one
bank of oil switches just below the iron pipe high tension bus.
Beginning with the further end of the station, the generating
units, switches, lines, etc. are numbered from one to four. Pro-
vision has been made on the high tension floor and roof for a
future fifth line but at present the floor room for the oil
switches is occupied by another set of lightning arresters con-
nected to the end of the high tension bus. The high tension
switch floor is shown below.
SWITCHING EQUIPMENT IN THE MOST MODERN
STATION, HOLTER
*6.
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The transformers are single unit three phase, water cooled,
and are placed in compartments "behind the corresponding generat-
ing units. 'They are of such capacity that three of them will
carry the output of the four machines continuously. The ratio of
transformation is 6600 to 107,000 ,taps being provided for 102,000
and 97,000 volt connections. Each unit requires 40 gallons of
cooling water per minute.
The generator rating is 12,000 kva., 6600 volt, 3 phase,
60 cycle, 150 rpm, SOfo power factor. The temperature rise is
guaranteed not to exceed 50° G. rise by thermometer or 80° 0.
rise by thermocouple measurement above the temperature of the
cooling air. The shop test showed the following results:
.8 p.f. 1. p. f
.
Calculated efficiency full load 96.3$ 97.2$
Calculated efficiency 3/4 load 95.7 96.7
Calculated efficiency l/z load 94.3 95.5
Regulation 23.5 14.0
The alternator armature windings are double star, which with
the transformer windings give a star-delta-star arrangement for
the station. The weight of the rotor, shaft, turbine runner and
water thrust is carried by a Kingsbury thrust bearing supported
on the spider above the alternator. These bearings are designed
for a flow of 15 gallons of oil per minute, while the two 3 foot
guide bearings of each unit require 1 gallon each. Eight air
brakes are placed below the lower rim of the field frame to bring
it to rest quickly, ^ach machine requires 86 sq. ft. of area for
the entrance of air for satisfactory ventilation while the pit
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liners below have a total opening of 126 sq. ft. ?ans are placed
on both top and bottom of field frame.
The two exciters are also of the vertical type direct con-
nected to the turbine below. They are located at the center of
the station between the main units Bo. 2 and i!o. 3. Each exciter
will easily carry the whole station excitation. Their rating is:
500 kw. , 250 volts, 2000 amperes at 450 rpm. They have 8 poles
and interpoles and altho compound wound, the series winding is
disconnected.
The turbines are vertical direct connected, the main units
being of the Francis reaction type and the exciter units of the
-wain type. The scroll case and pit liner of one of the main
units is shown on page 19. The rating of these units is 16,500 hp
at 150 rpm. under a 2iead of 109 ft. In addition to the two steady
bearings on the alternator shaft, there is also a lignum-vitae
steady bearing on the turbine shaft just above the 95-inch cast
steel runner. The turbine has a runaway speed of 255 rpm. It is
apparently of very rugged construction for on one occasion it cut
a ten inch timber, which had accidently been dropped into the
intake, into short lengths and discharged them in the tail race.
The unit was at once shut down but on investigation of the runner
it was found that no harm had been done. A mass of concrete and
reenforcing wire weighing several hundred pounds was found in the
scroll case, however. This was too large to get thru the wicket
gates or it might have caused some damage. The exciter turbines
are rated at 600 hp. at 450 rpm. under a head of 95 ft., with a
runaway speed of 855 rpm.



The governors work on the central, open oil-pressure system,
with double supply mains and duplicate 25 hp. induction motor dri-
ven ;Tear oil pumps. TTiese gear pumps have a capacity of 150 g. p.
m. at a pressure of 200 lb. per sq. in. They can be seen behind
the exciters on the generator floor, page 14. An air compressor
in the basement supplies air at 200 lbs. pressure to a storage
tank. When the air gets low in the oil-and-air-pressure tank at
each governor, it is replenished from the storage tank. By reason
of the duplication in the excitation and oil pressure systems,
together with the division of both low and high tension buses into
two sections, the station may be run as two distinct power plants
at different voltages, frequencies, and oil pressures.
The gravity system of lubrication has duplicate sump tanks
and pumps on the basement floor level. In case both pumps are out
of order the storage and filter tanks above the high tension floor
can supply oil for the whole station for one hour at the normal
rate of 81 gallons per minute.
The low tension bus structure, in keeping with the type of
construction used thruout, is built entirely of reenforced con-
crete. The two sections are located behind the transformer pockets
and extend from the generating floor to just below the high tension
floor. The oil switches, as well as the high tension oil switches
on the floor above, are solenoid operated.
The switchboard gallery, midway between generating and high
tension floors, provides for office, store room, toilet, and a
sleeping room as well as the switchboards and control apparatus.
The main control panels are divided into three sections, generat-
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ing t -line and transformer, and auxiliary, and form the three sides
of a square around the operator's desk. The open side of the
square faces the generating floor and gives the operator an un-
obstructed view of all machines. The excitation switchboard of
seven panols is on the generating floor in front of the exciters,
directly in view of the operator. The circuit breakers on this
board are controlled from the generating and auxiliary sections
of the main switchboards. Power for the 125 volt control circuit
is obtained from either of two 16 K#W« motor generator sets, a
120 cell Edison storage battery, or the battery and a motor gen-
erator in parallel. The motor generator sets and storage battery
are behind the main switchboards. J?or normal operation the
battery is left floating on the circuit in parallel with one motor
generator. When trouble occurs on the line and the voltage drops,
the motor generator is tripped off by a reverse current relay.
The power house lighting circuits are fed by a single phase induc-
tion regulator also located behind the switchboards. A six panel
light and power section switchboard at one side of the main group
of switchboards controls all' light and power circuits of the
station and dam. The two 440 volt power buses of this board are
fed from either of two banks of 3 single phase transformers locat-
ed on the generating floor directly below. Along with these two
transformer banks is a single phase lighting transformer for the
induction regulator. The connections of these transformers and a
local feeder circuit to the low tension buses is shown on the
single line diagram, page 22. The local feeder tap supplies two
banks of 6600-2200 volt transformers for two outside low tension
power lines. The generator field rheostats are on the generating
em
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floor beneath the switchboards and are controlled from the genera-
tor panels. Two panels of the auxiliary switchboard section are
occupied by duplicate Tirrill regulators and line short circuit
protective devices. In case of a sustained line short circuit
these relays will open the relay contacts of the Tirrill regulator
and lower the exciter voltage to the no load value. The regula-
tors are energized directly from the storage battery. The other
three panels of the auxiliary section are devoted to exciter, con-
trol circuit, and the two 2200 volt power lines. The line and
transformer section has five line panels and one high tension bus
sectionalizing panel. On these panels are located the line
inverse time limit overload relays and transformer temperature
alarm relays. The two high tension line and transformer oil-
switch controls on each of these panels are interlocked with the
low tension bus and transformer oil switch controls on the
corresponding panels of the generating section. Each generator
panel has in addition to the two low tension oil switch controls,
generator field breaker, three synchronizing sockets, governor
and field rheostat control and transfer switches for changing
governor and rheostat to the master controls. The three synchro-
nizing combinations possible are: generator and low tension bus,
generator and transformer, low tension bus and transformer. The
governor and field rheostat master controls are mounted both on
the low tension bus sectionalizing panel and on the operators desk.
The telephone equipment at the operator's desk consists of two
phones and switching arrangement for connection to any of the
following telephone lines: Bell, Local, Gamp, Power House, E,
Helena, Morel, Volta. Indicating and protective devices for the
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incoming telephone lines are mounted on the w?.ll "behind the
auxiliary switchboard section.
A very thorough and up to date description of the Montana
Power System is given in an article entitled "What Interconnection
Has Done for Montana", in the "Electrical ^7orld ,r for May 8, 1920,
pages 1041 to 1050.
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CHAPTER III
The Redesign of the Holter Hydroelectric Power Plant.
The changes to be made in the redesign of the Holter hydro-
electric power plant may be classified as those having for their
purpose fl) the condition of more nearly automatic operation, (2)
the simplification of the station layout and reduction of cost of
construction and (Z) the improvement of operating conditions. The
changes of the first group consist of:
1. Complete remote control of turbine governors.
2. Bearing temperature alarms.
3. Remote control of air brakes on alternators.
4. Remote control of head gates.
The second group includes:
1. A union of the lubrication and governor oil systems.
2. The use of motor converters in place of waterwheel driven
exciters.
The other changes were suggested mainly by difficulties which
arose after the plant had been placed in operation. They are:
1. Changes in the low tension oil switch arrangement.
2. Ilotor operated instead of solenoid operated low tension
oil switches.
3. Radio telephone
4. A single compressed air system.
5. Automatic starters for governor oil pump motors.
6. Changes in the control circuit system.
7. Switchboard changes.
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1. Changes to be Made for i.Iore Kearly Automatic Operation.
The operating force at such a power plant consists of three
operators, three oilers, a station electrician, a janitor and some-
times a maintenance man and an electrician's helper. With a few
changes the plant could he placed under the control of one man as
operator and the three, or at least two of the three oilers dis-
pensed with. The present procedure of starting a machine and plac-
ing it on the line is as follows: The oiler turns on the oil for
the thrust hearing and the two steady hearings and brings the
machine up to speed under hand control. The operator closes the
field switch, ad justs the voltage , signals the oiler slow or fast,
synchronizes and then notifies the oiler that the machine is on the
line. The oiler then opens the gates a little more and changes to
governor control. This method of synchronizing while the governor
is on hand control was adopted in this plant because the governors
are somewhat erratic at no load and the synchronizing switches are
of the slow solenoid operated type. Altho this is the safer method,
especially with an inexperienced operator, it is much slower than
when the operator has complete control of the governor at the
switchboard. By installing another small control motor and a drum
contactor at the governor to control the sequence of operations,
the turbine could be started from rest from the switchboard in a
shorter length of time than is now consumed by hand operation.
Similar methods of automatically starting machines have been fully
developed in connection with automatic substations and have already
been successfully applied to several small entirely automatic hydro-
electric power plants in this country. To remove the responsibility
of lubrication from the operator the main lubrication oil valve of
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each unit should be made to open automatically with the turning
over of the rotor. As a further protection all hearings should he
supplied with quick acting temperature alarms. This is in addi-
tion to the recording thermometers usually placed in the thrust
hearing oil hath. The air supply for the air "brakes on each
alternator could be conveniently regulated by a double acting
solenoid operated valve actuated by a control switch on the corre-
sponding generator panel of the switchboard.
If trouble should develop with governor or turbine gates and
it would be impossible to stop the turbine the operator should
have some means of closing the head gate without leaving the power
house. Tver) should an oiler be on shift at the time it is desir-
able that he remain near the machines when trouble of this kind
occurs. Consequently, the operator should be able to raise or
lower the head gates from control apparatus at the switchboard.
The gates are moved by a single motor and line shaft thru indivi-
dual friction clutches. The motor could be controlled from the
switchboard easily enough and the friction clutches could be sole-
noid operated as the oil switches are. Indicators showing the
position of each gate are practically a necessity, and to further
safeguard against the possibility of a clutch sticking and break-
ing the line shaft gears, limit switches, opening either the for-
ward or reverse motor connections as the case might be, should be
placed on each of the four gates. Pour gates only are mentioned
here as the exciter units will be eliminated later on.
2. Changes to be Made for Economy and Simplification.
As has already been explained, the governor oil sump tank is
on the basement floor beneath the picmps on the floor above. One
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difficult:/ experienced during the first few weeks of operation was
that of loss of suction by the pomps. The exciter governor was the
first to be affected by the decrease in oil pressure. The air at
the top of the air and oil tank expanded until it reached the gover-
nor and after several erratic movements the governor closed down
and left the station motoring on the line. Of course the frequency
of the system took a decided drop and several thousand dollars wortl
of load fell off. This danger has apparently been eliminated by
adding more oil to the sump tank and thus raising the oil level.
Still there is a chance of it oc curing again, especially during
sudden load changes. If the two oil systems were combined and the
governor oil pumps fed from the lubrication storage tanks there
would always be a pressure on the governor oil pumps and no danger
of loss of suction. A saving in both space and money would also be
effected by the removal of the governor sump tank and the use of a
single drain-pipe system from both bearings and governors to the
main duplicate sumo tanks. Due to the high pressure of 200 lbs.
per sq. in. at which the governors work, the flow of oil is small,
and altho some extra power is required to pump this amount of oil
up to the filter and storage tanks, part of this power is recovered
in the return flow to the governor pump.
Different kinds of oil are usually used in the two oil systems
not as a matter of necessity but merely as the result of choosing
a cheaper grade for the governors. The thrust bearing manufactur-
ers alone are explicit in their specifications for the oil to be
used. They recommend a light engine oil (and sometimes a slightly
heavier grade) having a Saybolt viscosity of 140 seconds at 100° F.
The governor manufacturers state that any medium grade engine oil
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is satisfactory and are able to design the governors to operate
best for any particular grade if so desired. Consequently there
is no need for two different kinds of lubricating oil in the same
plant.
One other advantage of this combined oil system is due to the
filtration of the governor oil. Good action of the governors
depends upon the accurate fit of valves and pistons and the foreign
matter present in unfiltered oil soon wears these close fitting
parts and necessitates renewal.
5 now come to the most radical change to be made, that is,
the change from waterwheel driven exciters to motor converters.
The excitation system is the heart of the power plant and various
means have been devised for making it more reliable and yet keep-
ing it as simple as possible. If the Holter power plant was iso-
lated and not connected to such an interconnected power system as
it actually is, the present arrangement of two waterwheel driven
exciters would be ideal. As conditions now are we have the two
500 K. W. exciter units installed where but 300 K. V/. or 400 K« W.
is normally required at full station output, and in a station where
the low tension bus is always alive and capable of delivering power
for conversion to the direct current required for excitation. The
cost of trie two waterwheel driven exciter units with auxiliary
apparatus, penstocks, headgates, etc., is considerable, and the
space required is a large item in the cost of the power house.
Without these two units the building could have been much shorter
as the generating floor was the determining factor in the length
of it. An approximate calculation based on the construction cost
figures given on page 1050 of "The Electrical 7/orld" for May 8,
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1920, shows that a saving of about $15,000 in the cost of the
building alone could "be effected by this saving in space*
Prom the single line diagram on page 22 it is seen that at
present there are three high tension lines leading out from the
station with provision made for a future fourth line, V/hen
trouble occurs on one of these lines the overload relays immediate-
ly isolate it and the experience so far has been that the low
tension bus potential has practically never been lost. With the
j
future connection of the other high tension line and the two 6600
volt feeders to other parts of the system or other power plants,
the chance of losing the potential on the low tension bus will be
still less. Even if this should ever occur by the opening of all
line overload and generator reverse current relays in the station,
the low tension bus could be immediately energized again thru a
transformer from one of the lines. Consequently, it is seen that
in a regulating hydroelectric power plant of this type which is
connected to several parts of a large power system it would be
possible to obtain power for excitation from the low tension bus
provided a satisfactory means of conversion from 6600 volts ac. to
250 volts dc. could be found.
The first piece of apparatus to suggest itself as being the
most efficient and simple for this purpose was the rotary converter
This requires the use of transformers, however, and also will not
give a large dc. voltage variation. A special three phase induc-
tion regulator would take care of both of these items and also
make a Tirrill regulator unnecessary, but v/hen we come to consider
the reliability of the rotary converter with line voltage and
frequency surges we see that it is entirely unsatisfactory for such
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a purpose. It will usually flash over with a sudden change in
voltage of 10$ and drop out of step with sudden frequency, changes.
The motor generator set requires no transformers and there
will he no danger of flashing over. The synchronous type permits
of some correction of the station power factor hut requires start-
ing from the direct current end and synchronizing or careful start-
ing from the alternating current end. Either method of starting
requires continuous attention of the operator and 7/ould he objec-
tionaThle . This type is also very unreliable as it will d-rop out
of step with frequency changes. The induction type of motor gen-
erator will not be affected by frequency changes but its output
will be decreased at low line voltage, just when a larger output is
required, and it will occasionally stop when the line voltage drops
This last characteristic of the induction motor was noticed on the
governor oil pump motors several times. It is thus seen that both
the rotary converter and the two types of motor generator sets are
not suitable for the purpose at hand.
While American manufactiirers have been busy developing the
rotary converter, another type of converter, called the motor, or
cascade converter, has been placed in extensive use abroad. It is
a combination of an induction motor and a direct current generator
and possesses the advantages of both the rotary converter and
motor generator set. Several views of some of these machines are
shown on page 34. It merely consists of a wound rotor induction
motor and a direct current machine rigidly coupled and arranged
with either two or three bearings. The stator is three phase star
wound and directly connected to the source of power. The rotor is
usually 12 phase star with the terminals connected to equidistant
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taps on the armature winding.
Consider the rotor and armature running at half synchronous
speed, i. e.,with 50$ slip. The rotating field of the stator
induces a series of omfs. in the rotor windings of half frequency.
Assume an equal number of poles on each machine. The emfs.
induced in the armature windings are also of half frequency. Con-
sequently the rotor and armature windings may he connected together
at the IE points, provided they are wound with a suitable number
of turns, when their emfs. are equal and in phase. When this is
done the speed remains constant and the two machines connected in
tandem behave as a single synchronous machine. The windings must
be so connected that the rotating field set up by the rotor cur-
rents in the armature revolves in a direction opposite to that of
the shaft. Then the induced emfs. will balance. That is to say,
this rotating field is motionless at constant speed and it is the
action between this field and the one set up by the magnet wind-
ing of the direct current machine which keeps the machine in
synchronism. A variation in speed means a relative displacement
of these two fields and this sets up synchronizing currents. The
twelve phases accounts for an extra strong synchronizing force.
As the induction motor rotates at half frequency, half the
energy supplied to stator is converted into mechanical energy and
transmitted thru the shaft to the dc. machine and half is trans-
ferred thru rotor winding to the armature winding in the form of
electrical energy. Thus the induction motor operates half as a
motor and half as a transformer while the dc. machine operates
half as a generator and half as a rotary converter. As the rat-
ing of the induction motor depends on the speed of the rotating
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field and not on that of the rotor, the motor is theoretically
half as large as tho with the given speed it had to convert the
whole of the energy led into the stator into mechanical energy.
The dc. machine runs at a speed which is more advantageous with
regard to commutation, consequently it is made of smaller propor-
tions than an ordinary dc. machine or rotary converter for the
same output and primary frequency.
When the number of poles are different on the two machines:
Let f = frequency in cycles per sec.
p = number of poles on induction motor.
r>'= number of Doles on dc. machine.
P = p + p'
Then rpm = 60f/P
The induction motor converts p. xP of supplied energy into
mechanical energy and p'/? is transferred thru rotor winding to
the dc. armature. The dc. side deals with p'/P as a rotary conver-
ter and p/P as an ordinary dynamo.
The star connection of the 12 rotor phases is completed by a
short circuiting ring which is pushed home when the machine has
been brought up to speed. To bring it up to speed the star con-
nection for three of the phases is completed thru three slip rings
and adjustable non-inductive resistances. The machine is gradually
brought up to speed by slowly cutting out the three resistances.
Such a starting system can easily be made automatic by the use of
a centrifugal device.
The power factor and dc. voltage are both controlled by ad-
justing the shunt field resistance. If more than 30$ dc. voltage
variation is desired, as frill be required here, the machine is
modified by the addition of a synchronous booster. The booster is
mounted on the same shaft between and in series with the rotor and
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armature. The do. voltage can then "be controlled over a large
range with a Tirrill regulator working on the field of the 12 phase
"booster and the power factor regulated by the shunt field of the
dc. end.
The efficiency of such a machine of 500 K, W. , without a
booster, is 33>, slightly less than a rotary converter but better
than a motor generator or waterwheel driven exciter. It requires
less floor space than either a rotary converter with transformers
or a motor generator set and is cheaper than a motor generator set.
There is no possibility of reversal of polarity as in a rotary con-
verter. The 500 Z. W« size will come up to speed in one or one
and one-half minutes while taking a starting current equal to but
30$ of full load current. The machine has a large reactance which
in turn gives good efficiency, especially at small loads, keeps it
from hunting, and on account of the few poles on the dc. side pre-
vents it from flashing over. ri'he air gap need not be small as the
magnetizing current can be controlled from the dc. end. Interpoles
may be used if desired but commutation is excellent, even on very
heavy overloads, further description of motor converter character-
istics may be found in the "Journal of the Institution of Electri-
cal Engineers", Vol. 45, p. 374.
This type of converter is thus seen to be entirely satisfac-
tory for the purpose at hand. In fact it is hard to imagine any
other machine which could have more desirable operating character-
istics for this purpose. The requirements for the excitation
system for the power house would be as follows: Two 500 K. 7/.
motor converters with synchronous boosters, 6600 volts ac. and 85
to 250 volts dc, three bearings with booster on dc. end of indue-
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tion motor shaft, 12 phase rotor and booster windings, automatic
centrifugal resistance cut out and short circuiting ring -for start-
ing, and two Tirrill regulators for control of shunt fields of
boosters.
3. Changes to be Llade for Improved Operating Conditions.
The remaining changes to be made have as their purpose the
elimination of certain difficulties which have arisen since the
plant was placed in operation. The arrangement of low tension oil
switches as shown on the single line diagram on page 22 allows the
use of any generator and corresponding transformer independent of
the rest of the station. This may sometime be an advantage but the
possibility of it is far outweighed by the inconvenience and dan-
ger it has already caused. Jhenever it is desirable to use a
transformer but not the corresponding generator it is necessary for
the operator to leave the switchboard and go down stairs to open
the generator disconnects. Also, when the generator is to be
placed in service again the load must be removed from the transfor-
mer and both oil switches opened. Then the generator disconnects
can be closed and the machine synchronized. This operation of
closing the disconnects will lead to disastrous results if the
operator should close the wrong ones or close them while the oil
switches are closed. Altho the switches and buses are plainly
numbered this mistake has been made and may be made again. The
result was that the switches and current transformers were blown
up, the operator severely burned, and several switchboard meters
destroyed. Another disadvantage is that in case of a breakdown
within a generator reverse current relays could not remove it from
the system without taking out the transformer and possibly the
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the line also. 7/lth the new layout as shown on the single line
diagram on page 22 all of these objections would "be overcome. The
generator oil switches should be provided with reverse current
relays set high enough to be unaffected by ordinary synchronizing
currents and yet low enough to remove the machine from the bus in
case of breakdown. The generator field switches should also be
controlled by these relays.
ith generators of the size used here, 12,000 kva. , it is
very essential that the synchronizing be done as well as possible.
The governors do not maintain constant speed at no load very well
and consequently it is more important than ever to use quick act-
ing motor driven oil sv/itches. Due to the inductance of the clos-
ing coil on the solenoid operated switches there is a large time
lag between the time the operator closes the control switch at the
switchboard and the closing of the oil sv/iteh contacts. Altho
the cost of the motor operated switches may be a little more than
the cost of the others, the time saved when power is urgently need-
ed by the operator not having to wait for a "good shot", and the
decreased strain on the generators is more valuable.
Radio telephone communication between power plants of large
systems is just being introduced. Just before the war several
companies were experimenting with wireless telegraphy for this
purpose but the new improvements in radio telephones, together with
the greater ease and speed of communication, now favor the wire-
less telephone. Altho the Georgia Railway and Power Company have
the most expensive and most serviceable telephone system in the
country, they are one of the first to try out the wireless tele-
phone. Hth a radio equipment at each station the company's
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private telephone lines paralleling the high tension power lines
oould he dispensed with.
Besides the governor compressed air system at Eolter another
small compresser was installed for the air brakes and cleaning
purposes. The small compressor caused more trouble than the other
and it would probably have been better to use but a single large
compresser with a reducing valve for the cleaning system and air
brakes. The elimination of duplicate compressed air pipe lines
would be quite a saving in itself.
It has already been mentioned that the governor oil pump
induction motors have occasionally broken down at sudden falls in
voltage. For this reason, and also to leave the oiler or operator
free to attend to other things, the motors should be furnished
with automatic starters which when once set in the running position
will start up again after a low drop of voltage.
The control system would be more practical if the voltage was
changed from 125 to 110 volts. Some of the power house lights are
connected to a separate "emergency lighting circuit" which is
automatically thrown over on the dc. control circuit when the low
tension bus potential falls. Of course the lamps are 110 volt
size and they would not last long on the higher voltage. Auxiliary
switchboard apparatus, fans, etc. are also more commonly made for
110 volt circuits, .Vith the lower voltage there would also be less
likelihood of insulation failure in the conduit wiring. Instead of
connecting the Tirrill regulator relays direct to l/2 of the storag
battery, they should be placed across the control circuit. Then
the battery will not be discharged unevenly nor as much. The
short circuit protective relay on the regulator which opens the
regulator contacts and reduces the exciter voltage to half value

in time of a sustained line short circuit is useless. On such
occasions the overload relays usually act before the short has
lowered the voltage enough to operate the protective relay and
when it does operate it seems to cause the generators to drop out
of step.
The Edison storage cells lose their capacity when not dis-
charged completely at a high discharge rate. Consequently an
adjustable resistance should be used so that the battery can be
occasionly discharged at the required rate, ^f course when it is
completely discharged the station is without any reserve for the
control circuit. It would be well then to use two small batteries
of 110 volts each in place of the single battery of 125 volts.
One could then be left in parallel with a motor-generator set as
usual while the other was being discharged and later charged by
the other motor-generator. A compound wound machine is desirable
for use on the control circuit but is unfit for charging the
battery. One machine should be shunt and the other compound wound.
Several switchboard changes will be necessary to take care of
the other changes of the station apparatus . already gone over. Most
of these are shown on the panel diagrams on pages 45 and 44. One
other change is in the layout of the mimic buses on the panels of
the generator and the line and transformer sections. This is
changed so as to represent the apparatus in true relative positions
as regards the flow of power from the excitation system at the
bottom of the board to the outgoing lines at the top.
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CHAPTER IV.
Conclusion.
Some of the minor changes will be or already have been made
at the Holter power plant. These are, the use of thrust bearing
temperature alarms, connection of Tyrrill regulator to control
circuit instead of to battery, elimination of the line short cir-
cuit protective device on the regulators, and reverse current
relays on the low tension oil switches. The need for generator
oil switches is keenly felt but it is impractical to install them
now.
Probably the only changes which are without a parallel in
present day design are the combined governor and lubrication oil
system and the motor converter excitation system. The governor
manufacturer and lubrication engineer work out their problems
separately while they should be required to get together for the
benefit of the power company just as the turbine and alternator
designers do. Motor converters are controlled by foreign patents,
which expire in 1921, and tMs is probably the reason they have
not been put to use in this country. With the growth of our power
systems the typical isolated power plant design will occasionally
give way to this type where the excitation is dependent upon the
rest of the system or the station alternators.
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POWEB PLANTS AITD SUBSTATIONS INSPECTED
Hydroelectric Power Plants
a ame
Volta
Pa in"bow
Location Company
near Great Palls The Montana Power Go.
near Great Falls The Montana Power Co.
The Montana Power Go.Black Eagle at Great Palls
Kilbourn Wisconsin
Prairie du Sac Wisconsin
Milwaukee Lt # , Ht. &
Trac. Co.
Milwaukee Lt., Ht. &
Trac. Go.
K. ;,7. Capacity
60,000
35,000
3.000
GeorgiaTallulah Palls
Locknort near Chicago
Georgia Railway & Power Co. 72,000
Sanitary District of Chicago25, 000
Steam Electric Power Plants
Fisk St. Chicago
Quarry St. Chicago
moagoHorthwest
Butler St. Atlanta, Ga.
Butte Montana
Salt Lake City Utah
V/est Allis Wisconsin
Atlanta Georgia
Commonwealth Edison Co.
Commonwealth Edison G o.
Commonwealth Edison Co.
65,000
85,000
135.000
Georgia Railway & Pur. Co. 11,000
Substations
The Montana Power Co.
Utah Light & Power Co.
Milwaukee Elec. Pgr. 3; Lt.
Co.
Georgia Railway & Power
Co.
Voltage
100,000
110,000
100,000
110,000
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